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Abstract

In order to train accurate statistic models for machine trans-
lation, large and high quality bilingual texts are needed. But for
European Portuguese, such resources are very rare and hard to
obtain. However, Brazilian texts, also written in Portuguese, are
much more widely available and easy to gather.

This paper describes the work carried out at L2F from
INESC-ID, in the scope of the PT-STAR project, with the objec-
tive of obtaining larger and better training resources by adapting
Brazilian TED talks translations to European Portuguese.
Index Terms: spoken language translation, dialect adaptation,
improved training resources

1. Introduction
The training of a Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) sys-
tem takes place over large parallel corpora and produces better
translations as the training data becomes simultaneously larger
and more specialized in a given translation domain.

Concerning PT-STAR’s objectives, European Portuguese
(EP) parallel resources are very rare and difficult to build, but on
the other hand, Brazilian Portuguese (BP) resources are much
more easy to find and are available in much larger quantities.
Examples of such resources are the ones available at the MIT
OpenCourseWare (OCW)1 website and at the TED talks web-
site2, which were collected in order to be used in PT-STAR.

So, if such texts could be automatically adapted to the Eu-
ropean variety, one could expect to quickly increase the volume
of parallel training corpora and, therefore, easily improve trans-
lation quality.

This paper describes the approach which was applied in the
development of a tool capable of, automatically, transforming
BP texts into EP, and how it was evaluated in order to assess how
close to the European variety these texts become after being
transformed by this tool.

Section 2 presents a quick overview of related work about
exploiting language similarities, Section 3 summarizes the main
differences between BP and EP, Section 4 describes the pro-
posed approach for BP-EP adaptation and Section 5 presents
the evaluation methodology and shows the results.

2. Background in exploiting similar
languages to improve translation quality

Few works are available on the topic of improving Machine
Translation (MT) quality by exploring similarities in varieties,
dialects and closely related languages, but the ones available
stress the importance of MT among closely related varieties or

1OCW (http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/web/home/home/index.htm)
2TED - Ideas worth spreading (http://www.ted.com/talks)

dialects, since in the majority of the cases, MT is performed
among very different languages.

[1] states that developing an MT setup between similar lan-
guages is much easier than the traditional approaches, and that
by putting aside issues like word reordering and most of the se-
mantics, which are probably very similar, it is possible to focus
on more important features like grammar and the translation it-
self. This also allows the creation of domains of closely related
languages which may be interchangeable and that, in this par-
ticular case, would allow, for instance, the development of MT
systems between English and a set of Turkic languages instead
of only Turkish.

This system uses a set of rules, written in the XEROX Fi-
nite State Tools (XFST) syntax, which is based on Finite State
Transducers (FST), to apply several morphological and gram-
matical adaptations from Turkish to Crimean Tatar. Results
showed that these rules and FST based approach does not cover
all variations possible in these languages, and that in some
cases, there is no way of adapting the text without an additional
parser capable of determining if an adaptation not covered by
the rules, should be performed.

Other authors have developed very similar systems with
identical approaches to translate from Czech to Slovak [2] and
from Spanish to Catalan [3].

[4] also developed a system to translate Irish to Gaelic
Scottish, built with a series of small piped components, such
as a Part-of-Speech tagger (POS-tagger), a Naı̈ve Bayes word
sense disambiguator and a set of lexical and grammatical trans-
fer rules, based on bilingual contrastive lexica and grammatical
differences.

On a different level, [5] describes a way of building MT
systems for low resource languages by exploring similarities
with closely related and high resource languages. More than
allowing translation for low resource languages, this work also
aims at allowing translation from groups of similar languages
to other groups of similar languages just like stated earlier. This
method proposes the merging of bilingual texts and phrase-table
combination in the training phase of the MT system.

Merging bilingual texts from similar languages (on the
source side), one with the low resource language and the other
(much larger) with the high resource language, provides new
contexts and new alignments for words existing in the smaller
text, increases lexical coverage on the source side and reduces
the number of unknown words at translation time. Also, words
can be discarded from the larger corpus present in the phrase-
table simply because the input will never match them (the input
will be in the low resource language). This approach is heavily
based on the existence of a high number of cognates between
the related languages.

Phrase-table combination can also be achieved after build-
ing two separate phrase-tables, each one extracted from each of
the bilingual texts, either by using them as alternate decoding



paths, by using extra features to indicate from which phrase-
table the translation should be fetched, or by interpolating both
tables, giving higher weights to the options present in the ta-
ble extracted from the low resource text. This approach gives
preference to translations originated by the higher weighed ta-
ble and like the previous approach offers a greater number of
translation hypothesis.

Experiments performed when both approaches are com-
bined and extended by handling of transliterations between
the similar languages, show that when improving Indonesian-
English translation with larger Malaysian texts, a gain of up
to 1.35 BLEU points is achieved. Similar experiments when
improving Spanish-English translation with larger Portuguese
texts also show a raise of up to 2.86.

3. Main differences between EP and BP
Although both these Portuguese varieties are very similar and
understood by both Portuguese and Brazilian natives, in order
to adapt Brazilian Portuguese texts to European Portuguese, one
must handle several important morphologic and syntactic differ-
ences.

These differences comprise the use of pronominal and third
person clitics, constructions using the gerund verbal form, the
way of addressing someone, the use of an article before a pos-
sessive, the use of the verbs ter and haver to express time dis-
tance or when used with the same meaning as to exist, and
finally, lexical differences in expressing the same meaning,
whether being small spelling changes or completely distinct ex-
pressions [6].

3.1. Third person clitics

BP has dropped the third person clitics and has, instead, re-
placed them with constructions using the pronouns ele (he) or
ela (she), or the respective plurals, after a verb.

• Example: I saw him on the street.

• BP: Eu vi ele na rua.

• EP: Eu vi-o na rua.

3.2. Pronominal clitics

Usually, in PB, they are placed before a verb, while in EP they
are placed in a post verbal syntactic position, linked together
with the verb with the use of a hyphen.

• Example: Tell me something.

• BP: Me diga uma coisa.

• EP: Diga-me uma coisa.

3.3. Gerunds

Gerunds may have the syntactic function of progressive or sec-
ondary predicate. While BP uses, in fact, gerunds in both sit-
uations, EP usually uses constructions with the infinitive form,
although it may, in some cases, also use the gerund form.

• Example: He was running.

• BP: Ele estava correndo.

• EP: Ele estava a correr.

3.4. Time distances

To express time distances, BP uses the verbs fazer (literally to
do) and ter (literally to have), while EP uses the verb haver
(roughly to be or to have).

• Example: He has been in Paris for two years.

• BP: Ele está em Paris faz dois anos.

• BP: Ele está em Paris tem dois anos.

• EP: Ele está em Paris há dois anos.

3.5. Using the verbs ter and haver to express existence

In BP, the verb ter is used to express existence, while in EP the
verb haver is used instead.

• Example: There is fire in that house.

• BP: Tem fogo naquela casa.

• EP: Há fogo naquela casa.

3.6. Article before a possessive

In BP, usually there is no article before a pre noun possessive,
while in EP, the article is always present.

• Example: I do not know your wife.

• BP: Eu não conheço tua mulher.

• EP: Eu não conheço a tua mulher.

3.7. Way of addressing someone

In BP, você (you) is used as a personal pronoun when addressing
someone, in the majority of situations, instead of tu (you) in EP.

• Example: You wish to receive useful packages.

• BP: Você deseja receber pacotes úteis.

• EP: Tu desejas receber pacotes úteis.

3.8. Lexical differences

Just like color and colour, or gas and petrol in American and
British English varieties, between EP and BP there are also lexi-
cal differences whether they are small spelling changes (the ma-
jority tends to fade with the recent introduction of a new ortho-
graphic agreement between Brazil and Portugal) or completely
different expressions.

• Examples: project, bus

• BP: projeto, ônibus.

• EP: projecto, autocarro

4. Adaptation from BP to EP (BP2EP)
To automatically handle the mentioned differences and try to
adapt BP texts to EP, BP2EP has been developed. Since the
main differences are few and easily enumerable, and since there
were only a few parallel EP-BP texts available, a rule-based
approach was preferred instead of a more flexible statistical ap-
proach.

4.1. Linguistic resources and tools

In order to build and extract rules for BP2EP, and to evaluate it,
the following resources and tools were used.



4.1.1. MARv

MARv [7] is a POS tagger that runs through a text and iden-
tifies to which morphological class a word belongs to. It also
provides additional information such as number, genre, verbal
forms, moods and tenses and in some cases, the corresponding
lemma.

Considering the sentence

E coloco novas imagens porque eu aprendo mais sobre isso.

(And I put new pictures because I learn more about it.)

MARv produces the following output:

E|e|4240|4240|Cc********|hmm|
coloco|colocar|4242|4247|V*ip1s ***|hmm|
novas|novo|4249|4253|A****pfp**|hmm|
imagens|imagem|4255|4261|Nc***pf***|hmm|
porque|porque|4263|4268|Cs********|hmm|
eu|eu|4270|4271|Pp**1s *ns|hmm|
aprendo|aprender|4273|4279|V*ip1s ***|hmm|
mais|mais|4281|4284|R******p**|hmm|
sobre|sobre|4286|4290|S**** **s|hmm|
isso|isso|4292|4295|Pi** sm* |hmm|
.|.|4296|4296|O*********|hmm|+SENT|

For example, for the second word, the result means that the
word coloco ((I) put) is originated by the word colocar (to put),
it is a verb (which means that the root word is the infinitive form
of the verb) in its present tense and indicative mood and for the
first singular person.

4.1.2. The CETENFolha corpus

The CETENFolha corpus3 is a collection of texts extracted from
the Brazilian newspaper Folha de São Paulo and contains about
24 million words.

4.1.3. The CETEMPublico corpus

The CETEMPublico corpus4 is a collection of texts extracted
from the Portuguese newspaper O Público and contains about
180 million words.

4.1.4. A list of contrastive EP-BP pairs

This list, built at L2F, contains about 4000 entries of EP expres-
sions and their respective BP counterparts.

4.1.5. An extensive list of EP verbs and all respective forms

This list, developed at L2F, contains over 150000 entries of EP
verbal forms and additional information such as the infinitive
of the verb, mood, tense, number and person as the following
example shows:

expuseste / expor / cat:VERB / subcat:MAIN / tense:PAST /
number:SINGULAR / person:2 / mood:INDICATIVE

The previous example shows that the verbal form expuseste
((you) exposed), is originated by the verb expor (to expose), it
is in the past tense of the indicative mood, and corresponds to
the second singular person.

3CETENFolha corpus (http://www.linguateca.pt/cetenfolha)
4CETEMPublico corpus (http://www.linguateca.pt/cetempublico)

4.1.6. TED talks and respective BP and EP translations

The Brazilian translations of three TED talks were used to test
and evaluate the system. The system would run through them
and perform the adaptation to EP.

The corresponding Portuguese translations were used as
references for evaluation, as well as human adaptations of the
Brazilian translations.

The TED talks which were used, were the following:

• TED Talk number 1 (development): ”Al Gore on avert-
ing climate crisis”, which consists in 140 sentences;

• TED Talk number 2 (test): ”Amy Smith shares simple,
lifesaving design”, which consists in 146 sentences;

• TED Talk number 7 (test): ”David Pogue says ”Simplic-
ity sells”, which consists in 303 sentences;

Furthermore, for a final experiment, the remainder of the
BP translations and respective adaptations were used to train
two separate translation systems. These texts consist in 312
translations, with the average length of about 100 sentences.

4.2. BP2EP

The starting point for this system is MARv. It runs through the
Brazilian text and produces a morphological classification for
each word. This is very useful information for the process of
building transformation rules from BP to EP, since, as described
earlier, most of the main differences depend on whether specific
classes of words are present in the sentence.

For example, by using MARv to tag each word in the BP
text with its morphologic category and important additional in-
formation, handling of clitics, lack of articles before the posses-
sive and gerunds is immediately possible, without the need of
using any additional resources. Figure 1 shows the arquitecture
of the BP2EP system.

Figure 1: System architecture of BP2EP

4.2.1. Handling of clitics (third person and pronominal)

In the case of third person clitics, whenever a verb is followed
by a third person personal pronoun, depending on the pronoun,
a similar rule is applied as shown in the following example.

if pronoun is ”ele”

verb + ”ele”→ verb + ”-o”

Since there are only six different variations of third person
clitics, there are six different rules to handle these cases, where
instead of ele (he), other pronouns are present and the transfor-
mation using the corresponding third person clitic is applied.

As an example, the following BP sentence fragment

dobro ele no meio



(I fold it in half)

would become

dobro-o no meio

If the sentence was instead

dobro elas no meio

which has the same meaning, only with a plural and fem-
inine pronoun instead of a singular and masculine, the result
would be

dobro-as no meio

With pronominal clitics, if a personal pronominal form ap-
pears immediately before a verb, a rule similar to the following
is used.

Pronominal form + verb→ verb + ”-” + pronominal form

As an example, the following BP sentence

E o homem o disse.

(And the man said it)

would become

E o homem disse-o.

Despite solving the majority of the cases, these rules do not
cover all variations and possible exceptions when using clitics,
such as the construction of future and conditional verbal forms
and some phonologic phenomena which cause slight changes in
the verb and the inclusion of a consonant at the beginning of a
clitic previously starting by a vowel. But these are well defined
situations in the Portuguese grammar, which allowed an easy
building of specific rules to accommodate exceptions such as
these. For example, when applying the rules mentioned earlier
to the sentence fragment

quando é necessário tratar eles
(when it is necessary to treat them)

the result would be

quando é necessário tratar-os

which is a completely wrong construction.
However, if a new rule would be able to extend the third

person clitic one, it would produce the following correct result:

quando é necessário tratá-los

Since the verb is in its infinitive form, the new rule, which
was added to BP2EP, drops the final r, the last syllable is ex-
plicitly accentuated and the l is added to the clitic for phonetic
reasons.

4.2.2. Handling of gerunds

Since MARv also provides addition information other than the
morphological class of the word, in some cases it proves to be
very useful. This is one of such cases. More than simply iden-
tifying the word as a verb in its gerund form, it also returns the
infinitive of the verb. Therefore, if MARv identifies a gerund,
the respective infinitive is also extracted from its output and a
rule similar to the following is applied:

gerund→ ”a ” + infinitive

As an example, the following BP sentence

E nenhum de vocês parece estar reconhecendo.
(And none of you seem to be recognizing.)

would become

E nenhum de vocês parece estar a reconhecer.

Although building the rule to handle these cases was very
simple, they are still very difficult to solve correctly in all situ-
ations, because gerund forms are employed in some situations
but not always. The following sentence

Caso contrário, será cobrado 100% de perda, aumentando
substancialmente a distância.

(Otherwise, 100% loss will be charged, significantly increas-
ing the distance.)

fits perfectly both in EP and BP and should not be corrected,
but the sentence

Porque não estamos utilizando esta opção?
(Why are we not using this option?)

although being correctly written, does not and the rule
should be applied.

On the other hand

Porque não estamos a utilizar esta opção?

has exactly the same meaning but it would be the most usual
EP translation.

The previous example shows that, automatically, knowing
if the gerund handling rule should be applied or not, is very dif-
ficult. But since, in the majority of the cases, the gerund has to
be replaced by the infinitive, the decision was to apply the rule
to all of the gerunds, but keeping in mind that a minority of sen-
tences that were correct in the first place will become incorrect.

4.2.3. Handling of time distances and expressions denoting ex-
istence

To handle time distances and expressions of existence, which
despite being distinct differences are similar problems and solv-
able in the same manner, all occurrences of the verbs ter and
fazer and the surrounding contexts were extracted from the
CETENFolha corpus.

A preliminary analysis on a randomly selected 1000 results
showed that the majority corresponded to uses of the verbs ter
and fazer in situations other than time distances and existence
(thus being used in EP as well), and that the ones that did cor-
respond to the desired situations had no syntactic difference to
the previous ones, as the following example shows.

In the sentence

O episódio teve repercussão internacional.
(The episode had international reprecussion.)

the verb ter (teve) has a common usage, while in the sen-
tence

No baile tinha muita gente.
(At the ball, there were many people.)

the verb ter (tinha) is used as an expression denoting exis-
tence of something (many people, in this case).

Unfortunately, the extracted occurrences exceed 80000 re-
sults which are too much to be thoroughly analyzed by hand. On
the other hand, if some semantic information would be provided
in order to identify time distances and existence expressions, a
rule would be very easy to apply by simply replacing the ter or
fazer verb with the corresponding form of the verb haver.



4.2.4. Handling of the lack of article before the possessive

Handling the lack of an article before the possessive is very sim-
ple and performed by rules that detect possessive pronouns and
place the corresponding article before them.

possessive pronoun→ article + possessive pronoun

As an example, the following BP sentence

E o melhor de tudo, sua motivação.

(And best of all, your motivation.)

Would become

E o melhor de tudo, a sua motivação.

4.2.5. Handling of way of addressing

When the word você followed by a verb is detected, the sentence
is transformed in order to match an EP construction using the
pronoun tu instead. So, você is replaced by tu and the verb
is changed from the third person singular to the second person
form with the help of the verb list. The following rule is applied:

”você” + verb (3rd person)→ ”tu” + verb (2nd person)

As an example, the following BP sentence

A cada maré que vem e vai, você encontra mais conchas.

(For each tide that comes and goes, you find more shells.)

would become

A cada maré que vem e vai, tu encontras mais conchas.

This case also allows a number of variations, namely an ad-
verb between você and the verb (which is handled by incorpo-
rating the detection of an adverb in the previous example rule)
or the word você appearing after a verb or after a verb and a
preposition (which leads to a similar but reversed rule where
grammatical contraction rules will be applied to the verb, the
pronoun tu and the preposition), as the following examples, re-
spectively, show.

Você já fez algo parecido

You have already done something similar

becomes

Tu já fizeste algo parecido

and

Eles deixaram você.

(They let you.)

becomes

Eles deixaram-te.

Just like the handling of gerunds, these situations are also
very difficult to solve and forced a difficult decision, because
in Portugal the use of tu (you) and você (you, more formal) to
address someone happens in distinct situations and many times
can be omitted from the sentence without affecting its meaning.
In Brazil, você is used in the majority of situations and is almost
never omitted.

For example, the sentence

Você deseja receber pacotes úteis.

(You wish to receive useful packages.)

probably would not be written in Portugal.
On the other hand, the sentence

Tu desejas receber pacotes úteis.

would be perfectly legal in EP, but addressing the lis-
tener/reader as Tu would be disrespectful. Omitting the Tu or
Você would not ruin the meaning of the sentence, but it would
make it sound strange and unusual.

So, the decision was to change você to tu in all situations
where it is followed by a verb, and to perform the corresponding
correction to the verb, which allowed to obtain a correct EP
sentence, even if in context or given the scope of the text, a
Portuguese person would not have written it that way.

4.2.6. Handling of lexical differences

To solve the issue of lexical differences, the first resource used
is the contrastive pairs list. However, it has been constructed in
the EP-BP direction (the opposite of this works objective), and
many of the contrasts are not valid in both directions, introduc-
ing many errors.

For example, the contrast sı́tio::lugar (place) is useless, as
in EP they are synonyms that are both used in written and spo-
ken language. Therefore, transforming every occurrence of lu-
gar into sı́tio would make no sense. As another example, let’s
consider the contrast meia de leite::média (a cup of milk). Prob-
ably, in Brazil, a meia-de-leite is always called a média, but
reversing the contrast would imply that in Portugal, the word
média always refers to a cup of milk, which does not happen.
In fact, in EP, média never refers to a cup of milk, it means
medium, or average.

A cleaning has been performed, by hand, before the devel-
opment of this system and while it was tested, but some errors at
this level are still expected. This cleaning reduced the original
list to about 2200 entries.

This list contains lexical differences of both kinds described
in Section 3.8, but to complement it with more spelling con-
trasts, all of the words contained in CETEMPublico which may
have a spelling difference to their BP counterparts were ex-
tracted. These words, which are possible spelling contrasts,
were extracted based on [8], resulting in a further 10000 ex-
tra results to be used as a complement to the contrast list.

Table 1 shows examples of each type of common spelling
differences between EP and BP.

Spelling diff. EP BP EN
cc::c accionar acionar to activate
cç::ç acção ação action
ct::t recto reto straight
pc::c excepcional excecional exceptional
pç::ç adopção adoção adoption
pt::t excepto exceto except
bd::d súbdito súdito subject
bt::t subtil sutil subtle

mn::n amnistia anistia amnesty
ém::êm prémio prêmio prize
én::ên génio gênio genius

óm::ôm económico econômico economic
ón::ôn sónico sônico sonic
ei::éi ideia idéia idea

Table 1: Common spelling differences between EP and BP



Therefore, for each word in the BP text, if there is any word
in the contrast list which matches any possible spelling differ-
ence between BP and EP, a substitution is performed.

For example:

idéia becomes ideia,

eletricidade becomes electricidade,

econômico becomes económico or

adoptar becomes adotar

5. Evaluation
The resources used to perform the evaluation of this work were
the Brazilian translations of the three TED talks mentioned in
4.1.6.

These Brazilian texts were given as input to the adaptation
system and the resulting texts were evaluated using two meth-
ods: one objective and one subjective.

Furthermore, a final experiment was performed with the
goal of making a comparison of translation scores using orig-
inal BP resources and the same resources adapted to EP to train
a system. In this case, the training of the system was done with
the remainder of the available TED talks’ transcriptions.

5.1. Objective evaluation

For the objective evaluation, the standard translation evaluation
measure, BLEU [9], was used. At first, and since both BP and
EP translations were already available, the approach was to use
BLEU to evaluate the ”translation” quality of all of the output
text by ranking it against the EP translation as a reference.

Table 2 shows that the results were very poor, consider-
ing that the EP reference and the adapted text were translations
of the same talk, and much better results were to be expected.
However, in this case, it may have no relation to the quality of
the adaptation. If fact, after inspecting both EP and BP trans-
lations it became obvious that these results were so poor due
to the fact that, despite being Portuguese translations of the
same TED talk, these texts were created by different people
who used very different words, sometimes synonyms, expres-
sions and even syntactic discrepancies, which BLEU is unable
to capture.

TED talk BLEU
1 35.99
2 16.52
7 17.41

Table 2: Results of the first evaluation using BLEU

For instance, for the original English transcription

It addresses one of the biggest health issues on the planet.

the BR translation is

Ele enfoca uma das maiores questões na área de saúde no
planeta.

and the Portuguese translation is

E aborda um dos maiores problemas de saúde pública no plan-
eta.

The translations are very different, but still, they are both
correct in each variety.

As the previous approach proved to be inadequate to per-
form a consistent evaluation, the preferred approach was to ask
an independent human translator to transform the original BP
translations into EP, by making the least amount of changes
possible, in the hope of obtaining an EP reference which would
be closer to the original BP text. Finally, the original and the
adapted texts were evaluated against the new EP references in
order to assess how much quality was gained (or lost) by per-
forming the adaptation.

Table shows the results of the objective evaluation method
using BLEU.

TED talk BLEU (original) BLEU (after adaptation)
1 60.70 89.78
2 57.42 86.26
7 84.09 90.60

Table 3: Results of the final objective evaluation using BLEU

These results are much closer to what was expected in the
beginning, in part because both the adapted texts and the refer-
ences were created from the same source.

The results obtained with the original texts (prior to adap-
tation), also show that, despite being the same language and
relatively similar varieties, BP and EP differences are signif-
icant to the point that to a Portuguese speaking person, only
slightly over half of the text would be common for both vari-
eties. TED talk number 7, would be an exception to these results
since many of its sentences are very short, in some cases with
the length of only one word, thus being correct in both varieties.

Also the high gain in BLEU from the original to the adapted
texts shows that the rules that the adaptation system uses, are in
its majority, the same that a human translator would implicitly
use while adapting a BP text to EP. Even with TED talk number
7, the gain is significant, since adding to the short sentences that
were already common for EP, the adaptation system was able to
transform many differences in the longer sentences, leading to
a 6.5 point gain and the higher of the three results.

However, despite the fact that the adaptation system was
able to obtain BLEU scores of almost 90, which shows that it
correctly adapted the majority of the three test texts, the results
shows that it still fails in some situations. These cases, which
are not covered by the rules, depend on the context of the sen-
tence or even of the whole text and its subject.

For instance, one of these cases may be the difficulty of
deciding on whether to keep a gerund or to perform the adapta-
tion and risk spoiling the sentence, as described in section 4.2.2.
Other situation may be the fact that some words which are cor-
rect in both varieties are only correct in certain contexts and
with certain meanings. For example, in the following sentence
fragment

tu terás uma questão legal
(you will have a legal matter)

the word legal has the same meaning in both varieties (re-
lated to law). But in the sentence

Um dispositivo muito inteligente, legal e elegante que saiu re-
centemente.

(A very intelligent, cool and elegant device that came out re-
cently.)



the word legal is used as an adjective that denotes a likeable
quality of the device, and it is only used in BP.

Without any context, there is no way for the adaptation sys-
tem to know if a given occurrence of the word legal is used in
a context of law (which is valid for both varieties) or in a con-
text of a likeable characteristic of something or someone (which
should be adapted to EP, and in this particular case, was adapted
by the human translator).

5.2. Subjective Evaluation

For the subjective method, a set of a hundred sentences was
selected from the input BR texts and the original and adapted
EP texts. Fifty were randomly extracted from both the original
BP and EP translations of the TED talks, while the other fifty
were extracted from the adapted after being the target of one or
more of the changes described in Section 4. Table 4 summa-
rizes the composition of this set of sentences, which does not
intend to cover every single adaptation that was perfomed since
this evaluation method was designed to be applied with human
evaluators.

Type of sentence Frequency
Original BP 25
Original EP 25

3rd person clitic 1
Pronominal clitic 7

Gerund 5
Article before possessive 4

Way of addressing 6
Lexical difference 6

Addressing and lexical difference 2
Addressing and pronominal clitic 3

Addressing and gerund 2
Gerund and lexical difference 3
Gerund and pronominal clitic 2
Article and 3rd person clitic 1
Article and lexical difference 1

Pronominal clitic and lexical difference 4
Addressing, article and 3rd person clitic 1

Gerund, article and lexical difference 2

Table 4: Composition of the set of evaluation sentences

This set of sentences was then given to eight people who
were asked to categorize each sentence as either BP or EP. With
this type of evaluation it was hoped to assess how well the
changes performed by the adaptation system reflect EP ortho-
graphic, syntactic and semantic constructions, i.e., if someone
would correctly identify sentences from the original EP transla-
tion as EP and sentences from the adapted text as BP, then the
adaptation had not been successful. With this method, it was
also hoped to point out which type of changes performed better
or worse, and in which cases the adaptation rules were insuffi-
cient.

Table 5 shows the average percentage of correctly identified
sentences over all eight evaluators.

The results show that both the sets of original EP and BP
sentences, which had not been adapted, and were chosen de-
liberately to be easily identified, were not correctly labeled in
100% of the cases as expected. This may mean that the sen-
tences were not so distinguishable as previously thought, or that
the evaluators were not paying the necessary attention.

Type of sentence Correct (%)
Original BP 83.5
Original EP 88

3rd person clitic 87.5
Pronominal clitic 76.5

Gerund 92.5
Article before possessive 87.5

Way of addressing 87.5
Lexical difference 62.5

Addressing and lexical difference 100
Addressing and pronominal clitic 87.5

Addressing and gerund 81.3
Gerund and lexical difference 91.7
Gerund and pronominal clitic 43.8
Article and 3rd person clitic 87.5
Article and lexical difference 12.5

Pronominal clitic and lexical difference 75
Addressing, article and 3rd person clitic 100

Gerund, article and lexical difference 62.5

Table 5: Results of the evaluation using the subjective method

By analyzing Table 5, it is also possible to see that
some types of adaptations performed much better than others.
When the system adapted addressing and gerunds, gerunds and
pronominal clitics or articles and lexical differences in the same
sentence, less than half of the evaluators, in average, identified
the sentence as still being written in BP, which is an indication
that in these cases, the adaptation system may need further re-
viewing.

On the other hand, when handling gerunds, addressing and
lexical differences, or gerunds and lexical differences, more
than 90% of the times, the evaluators identified the sentences
as being EP, which shows that in such situations, the adaptation
system produces an output with enough quality to be included
in a training set for a EP-English MT system.

When calculating a weighed average over all types of adap-
tations performed, the system produces 78.96% of correctly
adapted EP sentences, and for the majority of these types of
adaptations, the results show that the rules used by the system
can cover over 75% of the tested sentences for each type of
adaptation performed.

After inspecting the adapted sentences that were incorrectly
labeled by the majority of the evaluators, it becomes clear that
the reason for the failure in identifying them as EP is not the fact
that the adaptation system had done something wrong. Instead,
the failure is due to the same type of errors already discussed
in the objective evaluation method, which causes any other cor-
rect adaptation present in the sentence to be overlooked by the
evaluators.

For instance, the sentence

Essa filosofia de fazer as coisas do jeito certo está a começar
a espalhar-se.

(This philosophy of doing things the right way is beginning to
spread.)

is the result of a change in a pronominal clitic (se espal-
har to espalhar-se) and a change in a gerund (começando to a
começar).

However, 87.5% of the evaluators labeled it as being BP,
simply because the expression do jeito certo (the right way) is
very typical for BP, and in EP, it would not be used. Instead, the



expression could be replaced by da forma certa or da maneira
certa, and then it would probably be identified as EP.

Just like with the objective evaluation, the adaptation sys-
tem, without context, cannot know if it should replace the ex-
pression containing the word jeito, or if it should keep it, as in
other contexts, jeito may mean aptness both in BP and EP.

There were five other sentences in which half or more of the
evaluators still labeled them as BP after being adapted, which is
a strong indication that, in fact, there is something wrong with
them.

But, again, after analyzing each of these five sentences, it
was possible to identify what caused evaluators to classify them
as BP after having been adapted. The reason was the same as
in the previous example: in all of the sentences, the performed
adaptations had been successful but the system could not iden-
tify that there was an expression that, in that context, also had
to be changed in order for the sentence to be written in EP.

This also happens in many other adapted sentences which
were labeled as BP, although not as frequently, showing how
commonly this type of error occurs and how important it is
to be able to solve it, in order to produce better adaptations.
If these situations were correctly handled, many of these sen-
tences would be correctly identified as EP and many correct
adaptations would not be rendered useless, thus increasing sys-
tem performance.

These situations, which with this evaluation method were
easily pointed out, seem to confirm what was already stated in
Section 5.1, i.e., that the system fails to adapt the expression
whenever the change depends on the context. This evaluation
also allows to show that not performing these changes may eas-
ily prevent a correctly adapted sentence (in several other BP-EP
differences) to be identified as EP, thus not being suitable to
train EP translation systems.

5.3. Final adaptation experiment

This final experiment had the goal of trying to validate the re-
sults of the adaptation achieved by BP2EP in a translation sce-
nario. This was perfomed by using the original BP texts to
train a translation system and comparing the results with the
ones produced by the same system, only with the same BP texts
adapted to EP.

The translation systems were trained with the statistical
phrase-based decoder Moses and the Translation Models (TM)
were trained on the English-Portuguese part of the Europarl cor-
pus. The Language Models (LM) were trained on the remain-
ing available TED talk transcriptions. Word alignments have
been extracted by GIZA++ and the LMs have been generated by
SRILM. Translation results have been evaluated, for the three
TED talks mentioned in 4.1.6, with BLEU against two refer-
ences.

Table 6 shows the results achieved by both system setups,
tested on three talks, the first system using the original BP texts
to train the LM and the second using a LM trained after running
the adaptation process over all the original texts.

TED talk BLEU (original) BLEU (after adaptation)
1 19.04 19.12
2 17.96 18.04
7 21.34 21.46

Table 6: Results of the final adaptation experiment

These results show a slight, but probably insignificant, im-

provement when using the adapted LM. This is caused by the
fact that the nature of the training corpus prevented its use for
the TM, since the original EN transcriptions and the BP trans-
lation were unaligned, and performing so manually would be
unmanageable. Thus, using only a small adapted LM does not
provide sufficient information to state that the adaptation was
successful or if the improvement was mere coincidence. Had
the TM been also adapted, although much smaller than the one
trained with Europarl and used in this experiment, and proba-
bly the difference would have been more significant, and would
have allowed the drawing of some conclusions regarding the
quality of the adaptation in a real translation scenario.

6. Conclusions and future work
Results show that the developed BP-EP adaptation system per-
forms reasonably well, achieving BLEU scores around 90 when
evaluated against a human adapted BP text. This produces in
high gains in BLEU (up to 30 points) in comparison to the orig-
inal BP text evaluated with the same human adapted reference.

When evaluated by humans, in average, 78.96% of the
adapted sentences were identified as being EP, which is also
a very good indicator of the quality of the adaptation.

However, when using BP2EP to adapt resources to be used
to train a translation system, results are inconclusive.

These results also show that the system lacks the handling
of particular cases, such as contrasts and variations not present
in the contrast list, time distances, expressions denoting exis-
tence, and the cases where a word or expression, which may be
used in BP and EP, depends on its context to be specific to ei-
ther one of the varieties, or common to both. Not handling these
cases results in several sentences not being usable as training
material in MT systems.

In order to achieve a better adaptation quality and usabil-
ity as training material, these cases must be solved, either by
extracting specific rules from larger and better linguistic re-
sources, such as books translated in both varieties, or by ap-
plying a different technique in the adaptation process, such as
statistical one.

This adaptation approach contains several decisions in
cases that could have been handled in different ways. These de-
cisions were weighed but any different way of handling these
situations would have had its advantages and its drawbacks.
Specifically, when handling gerunds, instead of applying a rule,
the verb could have been left untouched and when handling the
way of addressing, the word você could have be left in place or
simply removed intead of being changed to tu.

The different outcomes of these decisions could also be
tested in order to assess if the one adopted in this work, was
indeed the best.

If the adaptation system could be extended to handle all of
these situations, it would probably be able to produce texts very
close to EP, which could prove to be very useful in increasing
translation quality of MT systems for EP.

Finally, in order to assess how BP2EP performs when
adapting training resources for a translation task, the adaptation
should be tested also on the TM and larger texts for both the
TM and LM would be best suited. However, since the only cur-
rent available BP resources are TED talks transcriptions, which
compared to the length of the Europarl corpus total only about
10% of it, such an experiment would probably produce weak
BLEU scores and would not be useful for a real scenario. On
the other hand, and considering the limitations imposed by the
small relative size of the adaptation corpus, this work seems to



be much more useful for experiments such as domain adapta-
tion, where a small domain-specific corpus could be adapted
and added or interpolated with the larger out-domain corpus.
The gain or loss in the translation quality could then be eval-
uated relatively to the system prior to domain adaptation and
between domain adaptation performed with the BP texts and
with the adapted EP texts.

Aditionally, and also due to the difficulty of finding aligned
EN-BP texts, the option of exploring comparable corpora in-
stead of aligned corpora, such as translations of books, could be
useful.
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